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in the historic gilds—the merchant gilds and craft gilds;
and the latter governed trade and industry, like the
village courts directed the affairs of the rural community.
We shall see presently that after the close of the Middle
Ages the craft gilds survived as a force with which to be
reckoned. Their power and prestige had diminished, but
they embodied a living tradition of joint action, and they
continued to exercise a very real though limited degree of
authority. In the sphere of foreign commerce similar
influences made themselves felt. The Englishman con-
ducted his business abroad not as an individual but as the
member of a semi-official body whether Merchant Staplers
or Merchant Adventurers. While the members of a com-
pany ' adventuring' overseas traded each on his own, they
were subjected to a common discipline. They were bound
by ordinances of an all-pervasive kind, which dictated to
them in what centres they might market their goods, in
what quantities, and with what stipulations.
its per-	When the invention of printing and the discovery of
America combined with the Renaissance and the Reforma-
tion to usher in the modern era, the corporate character of
mediaeval society still persisted. The traditional fabric
could not readily be discarded; and to the naked eye England
in the opening decades of the Age of Mercantilism, as in the
Middle Ages, seemed to be a land whose economic life was
organized on a communal basis. Her agriculture was regu-
lated by the village courts, and her industry by the craft
gilds; while the principle of association was extended to
new branches of foreign commerce, so that Bacon even con-
cluded that " trading in companies is most agreeable to the
English nature ". Actually this corporate system had been
undermined by the subtle penetration of the spirit of
individualism.
i£m££ -/rlie P™^688 of individualism was for a long period so
dualism, unobtrusive that it has largely escaped the attention of
historians altogether, j The conventional view, which is
widely held, portrays a primitive economy functioning for
a local market. England almost down to the nineteenth
century is represented as a country of peasant cultivators

